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Colleagues, 

Good Tuesday morning!

 

Our Connecting colleague Barry Sweet is preparing for a showing of his work,
featuring some 100 images shot during his half century-plus of taking photographs,
including 34 years as AP photographer based in Seattle.
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Barry and Raleigh Sweet at book signing

 

"I guess I have been in Vegas long enough
that some people have noticed my past
and present work as I am still working at
74 years old," said Sweet, who left the AP
in 2002 and moved to Las Vegas where he
continues his career in photography.

 

Today's issue features a very full Mailbox,
thank you, including more of your stories
relating to next Monday's Total Solar
Eclipse 2017. Keep them coming!

 

Here's to a great day!

 

Paul

 

September showing scheduled in Las
Vegas for Barry Sweet's photo work
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Barry Sweet (Email) - I was approached about six months ago by Chris Frausto
of The Corner Gallery in the Arts District in downtown Las Vegas.  She asked if I
could gather some of my images going back to my early days of photojournalism. 
She offered up her entire gallery, which is three or four rooms, for the showing and I
agreed to a September show. 

 

There will be about 100 images. It will be a combination of old journalism stuff and a
lot of the Las Vegas stuff I have done on celebrities.  It goes back to early Anti-
Vietnam War stuff in the Midwest to Martin Luther King and the Apollo landings in
the Pacific that I have dome.  I believe in total, I did some 10 different recovery
missions and a group of shuttle returns.  I started with Apollo 8 but the highlight was
the Apollo 11 recovery which I did with J. Walter Green of Boston.  In each one, I
was at sea on an aircraft carrier for almost a month. 

 

The celebrities include such as Elizabeth Tayler, Madonna, Tony Curtis, Debbie
Reynolds and her daughter,  etc.  Of course I have included some of the presidents
and political figures such as Bobby Kennedy who I photographed on the Pacific
Coast only days before he was killed.  Other people include some personal stuff as
Microsoft's Bill Gates and my travels to China.

 

There will be preview on August 31 at the gallery from 5 pm until 10 pm,  The show
will run the entire month of September.  The Corner Gallery is located in the Arts
Factory in Downtown Las Vegas.

 

I am very excited about the show and hope lots of people show up.  Early response
looks good as I am told over 1,000 people have viewed the notice on Facebook.  I

mailto:sweetbrs@yahoo.com
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will also be selling my last book, "Split Seconds."

 

(Barry began his career in high school with the Wisconsin State Journal in Madison
where he also worked weekends while attending college. He eventually enrolled at
the Layton School of Art in Milwaukee which was affiliated with Marquette University
with a photography major where he studied under master photographer Gerhard
Bakker. After winning five awards, with only seven entries in the National Collegiate
Photo Competition at the University of Missouri, Rich Clarkson hired him for The
Topeka Capital-Journal, one of the most photo-minded newspapers in the country. 
The Associated Press hired him from there in 1968 and he worked for the AP, based
in Seattle, for 34 years. He left the AP in 2002 and moved to Las Vegas where he
started working for himself. He has been married to Raleigh for 51 years and has
two grown children.)

 

Connecting mailbox
 

Korea - Yesterday, today and maybe tomorrow
 

Gene Herrick (Email) - Commenting on the current United States - North Korean
fiasco, is like reliving the last 57 years of the bellicose blather between the two
nations. 

 
Starting with Kim Il Sung in 1948, and continuing with his son, Kim Jong Il, and his
son, and current tyrant leader, Kim Jong-un, the battle of bullets and verbal torrents
has involved the U.S. presidencies of Harry S. Truman, Dwight Eisenhower, Jack
Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson, Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford, Jimmy Carter, Ronald
Raegan, George H.W. Bush, Bill Clinton, George Bush, Barack Obama, and now
Donald Trump.
 
 
The Korean War of 1950, ended in a bloody draw, with the two Koreas - North and
South separated by an imaginary dark line at the 38th parallel.  Since then, the
artillery has been by human mouths, with threats and insults flying across that
mysterious point of separation, but also by insults and threats traveling across the
ocean waters, and around the world.
 
 
Diplomacy, which only means that actual hand-to-hand combat has not taken place,
is like 57 years of a constantly recurring migraine headache.  Seemingly no
medicine has been developed to clarify, or end, the malady.
 
 
Today, it appears that the North Korean leader, and the U.S. leader, are acting like
two maligned little boys, full of anger, and with few diplomatic skills, throwing insults
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and boisterous threats to bloody each other's noses.  They also rattle their sabers
for home-town consumption, little realizing that the whole neighboring world is
listening and shaking in their boots.
 
 
I was there in 1950 as an Associated Press War correspondent, dodging those
bullets.  Over the ensuing years I have kept up with the antics of this continuing war,
and today my concern and fear have increased multi-fold.  We seem to have lost the
art of being human, and being the guardians of the universe.

-0- 

The living would envy the dead

Jeff Rowe (Email) - As Trump and Kim Jong Un escalate their threats against
each other, it's disappointing that most  news coverage seems content to describe
the results of any nuclear exchange between the U.S. and North Korea in a
sentence or two, noting that casualties might be 1 million and the world would tip
into a recession.

 

It likely would be far worse than that.

 

Among my USAF duties back in the early 1970s was attending a briefing on plans at
our base in the event of a nuclear attack from the then Soviet Union.

 

I left the briefing concluding that should that day ever come, the living would envy
the dead.

 
 
-0-
 

 

Thoughts on white nationalists, separatists
and supremacists
 

William Kaczor (Email) - I don't have the kind of expertise that Mike Tharp has
(see Monday Connecting) when it comes to the differences between white
nationalists, separatists and supremacists, but I am leery of accepting terms that
protagonists use to describe themselves because they seldom are objective.

mailto:jfrowe@rocketmail.com
mailto:wskaczor@gmail.com
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I do, however, have some experience with a similar issue concerning abortion. AP
calls those who oppose abortion just what they are: abortion opponents or anti-
abortion activists. It's the old duck test: if it looks, walks and quacks like a duck; it's
probably a duck.  Some media, however, use the "pro-life" euphemism adopted by
most abortion opponents. They have found themselves in a box when "pro-lifers"
murder abortion doctors and bomb clinics, which happened on my watch in
Pensacola.

 

On the other side of the issue, those who support a woman's right to have an
abortion, if she should so choose, don't all advocate that she take that option in
every circumstance. So we call them "abortion rights advocates" instead of "pro
abortion" or "pro choice" (Choice of what? Cream in your coffee?).

 

That's probably a closer analogy to the white supremacist versus white nationalist
issue. As I understand it, white supremacists and separatists are considered
subgroups of white nationalism, which advocates the creation of a nation for whites
only. I'm not sure what that nation is, but it obviously isn't the USA.

 

I suspect most people don't get the distinction. Indeed, President Trump, in his latest
comments, condemned white supremacists as well as other groups that may have
been involved in the Charlottesville troubles.

 

Perhaps, for the sake of accuracy, the best approach was taken in an NPR story
that offered this all-inclusive description: "white nationalists groups - including white
supremacists, the alt-right, the Ku Klux Klan and neo-Nazis - descended on the city
for a "Unite the Right" rally."

AND...

Kevin Noblet (Email) - I have to take issue with Mike Tharp's email in Monday's
issue of Connecting. And it's hard to say what bothers me most about it.

 

There's the contention that most news media operate with a common political
agenda, and the  use of the words and tone that Trump and his right-wing followers
employ to try to undermine public trust in us so that the truth can be replaced with
"alternative facts." As a career journalist who worked for a variety of outlets, I trust
Mike knows that the "MSM," as he calls it, isn't monolithic.

 

mailto:kevinenoblet@gmail.com
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There's what seems to be an effort to grant hate-mongering and bigotry some kind
of respectability--"Please use white NATIONALISTS stedda SUPREMACISTS"
(Mike's caps, not mine)-- because those white-shirted marchers included lawyers,
accountants and other professional workers. Couldn't the Nazi Party in Germany
make the same claim of their Brownshirts in the 1930's? And just because the ranks
of both demonstrators and counter-demonstrators included professionals and "a--
holes" doesn't mean there's a moral equivalence.

 

Finally, there's the claim that journalists don't know what they're talking about
because they don't get out and talk to real people. Despite the thinning of the
industry's ranks, I see a lot of them out there doing their jobs, interviewing and
recording people of all stripes. I think it's just that, when they see and hear the
racism, the fear tactics, the dangerously authoritarian leanings of these "white
nationalists,"  they're telling it like it is. Which means they're doing their jobs as
reporters, right?

 

AND...

Craig Klugman (Email) - I think "white supremacists" is just fine for many of
those so-called alt right groups.

-0-

 
A gathering of former Milwaukee AP staffers
 

mailto:cklugman2@comcast.net
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Helen Mitternight (Email) - Former Wisconsin APers gather for first time since
at least mid-80s. The group gathered when Helen Mitternight visited Milwaukee from
her home in Charleston, SC.

 

From left: Tim Curran (Milwaukee buro), Kathy Curran, Rich Eggleston (Madison),
Mary Sandok (Milwaukee and Minneapolis), Helen Mitternight (Milwaukee), Ellen
Dodge Severson (Madison and Chicago), and Bob O'Meara (Milwaukee).

 

-0-

 

Memories evoked from work in Chicago
bureau
 

Chick Harrity (Email) - Robert O'Meara's story on Father Grippi's marches all
over Milwaukee (see Monday Connecting) brought back memories from my time in
the AP's Chicago Bureau in 1967.

 

I was assigned to assist Milwaukee photographer Paul Shane on many of the
marches and still have a couple of the photos that I took in my collection so I thought
I would share them with you.

mailto:voxredux@aol.com
mailto:chickh@att.net
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Father Groppi, left, leading the chants of his Milwaukee NAACP youth council.

 

Reactions by patrons of a local bar during a daytime march.
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Asking Milwaukee Police for assistance after South Sider's started tossing bricks
and bottle.

 

Somewhere around here I've got another snap of him sitting in a Police Van after
being arrested on one of the night marches but I can't find it so it didn't make it to the
web site.

I spent 16 years with the AP starting on the New York Photo Desk in 1965, went
back to shooting in 1966 as the Albany bureau photographer in '66 covering
Governor Rockefeller's run for re-election, transferred to the Chicago bureau in 1967
and then to the AP's Washington bureau in 68 where I spent 13 years.

 

In 1981, Max Desfor who had just been named the Director of Photography for US
News and World Report magazine offered me a job where I spent the next 20 years
making a total of 33 years covering the White House and Congress before taking
early retirement in 2001.

 

-0-
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Unusual experience while working for AP -
getting peed on by mule
 

Joe Edwards (Email) - I might be the only AP staffer who, on assignment, got
peed on by a mule. 

A few years before I retired in 2012, I went to Columbia, Tenn., to do a preview story
on the town's annual mule day.  This is an elaborate celebration honoring the
workhorse animal that was a vital part of city's past . While there, I noticed a team of
mules pulling onto the site, so I trotted over to talk to the driver.  As I stood next to
the mules doing the interview, one of the (excited) animals unloaded on my
unsuspecting feet. The driver was unfazed. As I recall, I found a paper towel and
dried my boots off. I returned to the bureau and related my hapless story; my fellow
staffers seemed to avoid me.

 

-0-

 

Westy, Katahdin and me - we've all aged
reasonably well
 

mailto:ejmichael@bellsouth.net
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Marc Humbert (Email) - Working on the bucket list led me and our wonderful
1985 VW Westphalia camper this past week to Moosehead Lake in Maine where the
Westy got to sit next to another old girl, the steamship (now diesel) Katahdin. 

She was launched on Moosehead in 1914 and has
been carrying paying customers (including yours truly)
ever since. Highly recommended.

 

I'm also sending this selfie of just me and part of the
boat. So, the boat is 103, I'm 72 and the Westy is 32.
We have all aged reasonably well.

 

mailto:marc.a.humbert@gmail.com
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Your stories on the Total Solar Eclipse
 

Peter Leabo (Email) - I've experienced (but
never covered) one total eclipse and several
partial eclipses. I have no recollection of
watching the total eclipse with my fellow second
graders in Minneapolis in 1963, however the last
partial eclipse I experienced was in Petaluma,
CA, on May 20, 2012 where the moon obscured
85% of the sun at about 6:30pm. Not wanting to
venture 100+ miles north to join thousands of
others jamming the roads of northern California
for a total eclipse, and not equipped with the
proper safety filters for photography, I enjoyed the eclipse from the safety of my
back deck -- properly equipped with wine and hors d'oeuvres. This photo was taken
at maximum obscuration as the eclipsed sunlight filtering through leaves on the
trees cast a myriad of crescent "eclipse" shadows on the wall behind me. Next
week, I look forward to watching (and shooting for myself) the total eclipse from my
home north of Kansas City (1:52 minutes totality), or from a campground at a lake
about 15 miles north (2:30 minutes totality).

 

-0-

 

Ralph Gage (Email) - I'm not an eclipse junkie. I have some recollection of a pin-
hole camera that I used to view a partial eclipse, sometime, years ago. But here my
wife and I were at the Volland Store July 9 to hear Chris Sorensen, physics prof at
Kansas State University, talk about the coming eclipse.

 

We were amazed at the SRO crowd. There were not enough free eclipse glasses for
the group, but we already had ours, ordered via the Internet along with two sets of
eclipse binoculars. And I've fashioned a filter for my point-and-shoot.

 

I already had viewed the warning my friend, former publisher David Price, had given
to businesses in Lincoln City, Ore. - click here - and Prof. Sorensen, plus the size of
the gathering at Volland, amplified traffic and crowd concerns.

 

We're headed to Atchison, with an Osher group from Lawrence. Osher is sponsoring
two buses (about 50 people each) and has a waiting list more than enough for a
third busload. Assuming good weather (it is Kansas) we're ready for the diamond
ring effect, the corona, shadow bands and Baily's beads. The partial eclipse in
Atchison is scheduled to start at 11:40 a.m., and the total eclipse at 1:06 p.m.,
lasting, we're told, 2 minutes and 19 seconds. The partial eclipse is scheduled to
end at 2:34 p.m.

mailto:peter.leabo@gmail.com
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Good viewing, everyone! I hope the weather doesn't make us wish we'd have gone
instead to Beatrice, Neb., also in the path of totality. There, we'd have been in Gage
County and have another tidbit for conversation.
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Adolphe Bernotas (Email) - I'm
jealous! Neal Ulevich will be viewing
the eclipse at one of the grandest
exhibits of monumental artistic
humor, Carhenge in Alliance,
Nebraska. Love that place! In some
ways it's better than the original.
Carhenge sits on the prairie,
whereas Stonehenge no longer is
alone on the Salisbury Plain. It sits
by a noisy highway. I often wonder
how photographers/videographers manage to make it look so solitary, without
getting the lorries and automobiles zooming by on Highway A303 in their pictures.
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Eileeen Lockwood (Email) - I'm in a great spot. St. Joseph (MO) is one of the
cities where the complete eclipse will appear on the 21st. And, yes, I HAVE bought a
pair of eclipse-watching sunglasses.

 

St. Joe CVB people, hotels, cops, restaurants, etc., have been working their tails off
getting ready for the big day. I think I was told that something like 1,000 Japanese
visitors have reserved the huge parking lot at the local Menard's store. People from
all over the world apparently will be here. Warning to local citizens: Don't plan on
eating out!

 

On another note, I haven't seen Neal Ulevich's name in a long time. George truly
enjoyed working with him both when he (George) was at the Milwaukee Journal and
later the St. Joseph News-Press.
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mailto:kaunas@aol.com
mailto:eclockwood@aol.com
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Paul Albright (Email) - Along with Joe McGowan, we had to make changes in
our eclipse planning. We were going to be with my wife's relatives in Casper,
Wyoming, but those plans were scuttled because of some illness in the Wyoming
family. Wyoming is expected to be jammed with visitors, anyway. So, we will observe
the eclipse from the deck of our mountain cabin at 8,300 feet altitude southwest of
Denver. See photo.

 

Connecting wishes Happy Birthday

  

To
 Cindy Saul - cindysaul@gmail.com

mailto:albrightsp@gmail.com
mailto:cindysaul@gmail.com
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Welcome to Connecting

  

Doug Rowe - djrowe.rowe@gmail.com
 

Bill Tammeus - wtammeus@gmail.com
 

 

Stories of interest
 
How journalists should handle racist words,
images and violence in Charlottesville  (Poynter)

 

Journalists covering the racial violence in Charlottesville, Virginia face challenges as
they choose words, images and sounds. This is not a time to sanitize the cost of
hate, and it is not a time to glorify hate groups by giving them the notoriety they
seek.

 

We have both covered hate groups including the Ku Klux Klan and the Aryan
Nations. While we watch the unfolding story of violence in Charlottesville and the
hard-working journalists on the ground covering it, we humbly offer this advice from
the safe remove of St. Petersburg, Florida:

 

mailto:djrowe.rowe@gmail.com
mailto:wtammeus@gmail.com
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Language

 

Precision is critical.

 

Be wary of subjective adjectives and unclear labels, like far-right or alt-right. Instead,
describe what protesters were doing, what they were saying and what they were
demanding. Be precise. It is not enough to simply call the marchers White
nationalists. Explain that they chanted Nazi slogans including "Sieg Heil," a victory
salute used originally by Nazis at political rallies.

 

Read more here.
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A survey of independent media in the South
asks if "movement journalism" can help
newsrooms better cover social justice strife 
(Nieman)

Civic journalism, advocacy journalism, engagement journalism: All are buzzwords in
the industry right now, particularly as the Internet allows groups underrepresented in
the mainstream media to stake their own claims and amplify their own voices.

 

But Anna Simonton, an Atlanta-based freelance reporter and researcher for racial
and economic justice nonprofit Project South, hopes that "movement journalism"
creates a strong impact - and she plans to lead it by starting her own collaborative
media organization. (Simonton also edits Scalawag, a magazine of Southern politics
and culture and is on the board of a community radio station, WRFG, in Atlanta.)

 

Simonton recently took a deep dive into the community and minority-owned media
landscape of the American South - so deep, in fact, that she spent over a year
researching and reporting her findings in a 62-page report called Out of Struggle.
Her report takes stock of the independent media landscape in the 13 states of the
traditional South, from Texas to Florida to West Virginia, and was commissioned by
Project South.

 

Read more here.

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WeXp8lPPIdh3zjM6f2dtGRJI6jIWxEmesiSRFHNR-kZChCGeeGuS8spER8liUWBEMKmC2dYipUH19Ik44g7pzbEHBoR-olE4pvN_lnwc4f-HzhJg1lSObarU36FKrRpi_1uX-HZoneJT6j95Y0Tx0MBAmLoUtjeZdzPgZj2RhR8kcDRu7tNLjD2BiIA6lMhe3fHtoZfDHmk5MhC5y9OnUHlHPfvX8v_WGJiFpHXQTmdKxMDBBqoo-3GofbGl5tdOLA8lnOVf6dZMnprSSr1F7gWQ1z11U-gIfLHUymRhd2i1_bjwE4CiG3ji7CO1OtR0EEIaK7IiJwNaHV2oPTXMEJzXDZNkQ_MpjSdRV9ME4hoImtGic0RE1egMOWx_j0GhneTGELjo2kYkxeENM7TnboZboUdHycn5-UjEP9bxMp9SapCO_XG6AWBBXKhZ0p4QRhUFVm46hE3RnrZGFZzYpsko0I8LFszQEc3Cz_D9Xg8Hb5bK1xhsJhyFfjs0ZWamcyP3mqO7iJpg_j-EBRkXXbPElpW3ktk0&c=_G2Xk-LAq04YyqxbIq2GQp_bm67Did16haZLim-XTN5wmvyURQ3q9g==&ch=lDfI3SKcKsyItWPPoEQ-5Sp6btI81q9YMUKgonu5kVuyHIsrliFLYQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WeXp8lPPIdh3zjM6f2dtGRJI6jIWxEmesiSRFHNR-kZChCGeeGuS8spER8liUWBE-r_0B9e_BxzS0FGr_GaAdcKgPSb18XIOZ6OL2ie80supffj0z8yCwwE9ywing0nuRbMxHcV-iwlwyz6pPsXMSvOPhOzcp191OKtX4_XgFUzTCx8LUPECFwdp0HSZYbwvUM-plVs0DqgotgnnUyBWMun7IrTmqGrVNXJJfgT7DY0xOedj9pBtqZxrT7i9a7YXk6g5FOHW_7MLkSCRGNC8Vq0XlxFl4QYwwbGWN3lE5C-LH_uquunTdCs4JGBCDAlU1x0zjbae_sjudMhvaEdG2qaMg1OFWyc8Ve5i-Y6C99w=&c=_G2Xk-LAq04YyqxbIq2GQp_bm67Did16haZLim-XTN5wmvyURQ3q9g==&ch=lDfI3SKcKsyItWPPoEQ-5Sp6btI81q9YMUKgonu5kVuyHIsrliFLYQ==
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How a Conservative TV Giant Is Ridding Itself
of Regulation  (New York Times)

 

WASHINGTON - The day before President Trump's inauguration, the top executive
of the Sinclair Broadcast Group, the nation's largest owner of television stations,
invited an important guest to the headquarters of the company's Washington-area
ABC affiliate.

 

The trip was, in the parlance of the business world, a deal closer.

 

The invitation from David D. Smith, the chairman of Sinclair, went to Ajit V. Pai, a
commissioner on the Federal Communications Commission who was about to be
named the broadcast industry's chief regulator. Mr. Smith wanted Mr. Pai to ease up
on efforts under President Barack Obama to crack down on media consolidation,
which were threatening Sinclair's ambitions to grow even bigger.

 

Mr. Smith did not have to wait long.

 

Read more here.
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$147,000 for a One-Year Master's? In
Journalism?  (InsideHigherEd)

 

For those with an extra $147,514 lying around, there is a new a master of science in
data journalism from Columbia University's School of Journalism.

 

For everyone else, dropping just over $106,000 for tuition and fees -- plus $41,232
in living expenses, per Columbia's estimate -- for a master's degree in an unstable,
layoff-ravaged industry where the median annual salary is less than $40,000 might
seem ludicrous, or at least deserving of mockery.

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WeXp8lPPIdh3zjM6f2dtGRJI6jIWxEmesiSRFHNR-kZChCGeeGuS8spER8liUWBEOI_jVwqzQcwE-Yvo6jcjZKWHe4k6UjQ27kJbh0U9tsP_7bFIBLWl67xzNkyKIlNvJ4Fw-3A2_hAnMxZv9wnqqWZ1zD7L6H6aCkyV6aXDI16T5f0kfOYdSAqZ0nf1wLgnM-XtiNZf2yn0eDrz0u-ySjLon8awa7QXE7eR5UpQd0sPlsW_re_g4mFcq6uxPOoemnWm4YXxVCe5Jc-FkX6RkIsiJx9BQ5J-nAS0HM0Jr-VTR1dm5NOzWPFCTqlLOYUnH4XSFazlgL9MG_oh0k1UeUpzWlTNmwMuueaoPouYY0rLnzvhoRBbnEsKyyYjn6Z9vTOIKE_zOAkWkKkHEtnM9Q==&c=_G2Xk-LAq04YyqxbIq2GQp_bm67Did16haZLim-XTN5wmvyURQ3q9g==&ch=lDfI3SKcKsyItWPPoEQ-5Sp6btI81q9YMUKgonu5kVuyHIsrliFLYQ==
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"The higher ed Institution is crumbling," journalist Josh Sternberg wrote on Twitter.
"A $100,000 master's of science in data journalism degree?"

 

Chicago Tribune editor Charlie J. Johnson put his feelings more succinctly.

 

"A $100,000 master's degree in journalism is a stupid thing," he tweeted.

 

Read more here. Shared by Bob Daugherty.

 

Today in History - August 15, 2017
 

  

By The Associated Press
 

Today is Tuesday, Aug. 15, the 227th day of 2017. There are 138 days left in the
year.

 

Today's Highlight in History:

 

On August 15, 1947, India became independent after some 200 years of British rule.

 

On this date:

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WeXp8lPPIdh3zjM6f2dtGRJI6jIWxEmesiSRFHNR-kZChCGeeGuS8spER8liUWBE_tKC-k5GIFB11R_3JsUN-u1iO47_BwMU5QulGVV3361BNyVcjdPo3rsvyAdw5roFwTJeWKqyiEl14LBa8K7bskyHBwo_2XQFV4lqbmE23LhXVC2Jiy7QUWWAfWcK61CED8ERWC4-ED-TTUJT3AZCQEnKcmux2cCjde59C7uV2fTOnPWdHuW_jmUt_z2XG7X-J2pXtBB4Zfk=&c=_G2Xk-LAq04YyqxbIq2GQp_bm67Did16haZLim-XTN5wmvyURQ3q9g==&ch=lDfI3SKcKsyItWPPoEQ-5Sp6btI81q9YMUKgonu5kVuyHIsrliFLYQ==
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In 1057, Macbeth, King of Scots, was killed in battle by Malcolm, the eldest son of
King Duncan, whom Macbeth had slain.

 

In 1483, the Sistine Chapel was consecrated by Pope Sixtus IV.

 

In 1812, the Battle of Fort Dearborn took place as Potawatomi warriors attacked a
U.S. military garrison of about 100 people. (Most of the garrison was killed, while
those who remained were taken prisoner.)

 

In 1914, the Panama Canal officially opened as the SS Ancon crossed the just-
completed waterway between the Pacific and Atlantic oceans.

 

In 1935, humorist Will Rogers and aviator Wiley Post were killed when their airplane
crashed near Point Barrow in the Alaska Territory.

 

In 1939, the MGM musical "The Wizard of Oz" opened at the Grauman's Chinese
Theater in Hollywood.

 

In 1945, in a pre-recorded radio address, Japan's Emperor Hirohito announced that
his country had accepted terms of surrender for ending World War II.

 

In 1965, the Beatles played to a crowd of more than 55,000 at New York's Shea
Stadium.

 

In 1967, a 50-foot-tall sculpture by Pablo Picasso was dedicated in Daley Plaza in
Chicago by Mayor Richard J. Daley.

 

In 1969, the Woodstock Music and Art Fair opened in upstate New York.

 

In 1974, a gunman attempted to shoot South Korean President Park Chung-hee
during a speech; although Park was unhurt, his wife, Yuk Young-soo, was struck and
killed, along with a teenage girl. (The gunman was later executed.)

 

In 1989, F.W. de Klerk was sworn in as acting president of South Africa, one day
after P.W. Botha resigned as the result of a power struggle within the National Party.
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Ten years ago: Former NBA referee Tim Donaghy (DAH'-nuh-hee) pleaded guilty to
felony charges for taking cash payoffs from gamblers and betting on games he'd
officiated in a scandal that rocked the league. (Donaghy, sentenced to 15 months in
federal prison, was released in November 2009.) A magnitude-8 earthquake in
Peru's southern desert killed 596 people.

 

Five years ago: Felix Hernandez pitched the Seattle Mariners' first perfect game and
the 23rd in baseball history, overpowering the Tampa Bay Rays 1-0; it was the third
perfect game and sixth no-hitter of the season. The United States soccer team
broke a 75-year winless streak at Mexico's intimidating Azteca Stadium with an 80th
minute goal and a series of saves that delivered a 1-0 victory.

 

One year ago: Republican Donald Trump called for "extreme" ideological vetting of
immigrants seeking admission to the United States, vowing during a speech in
Youngstown, Ohio, to significantly overhaul the country's screening process and
block those who sympathized with extremist groups or didn't embrace American
values. President Barack Obama, in Chilmark, Massachusetts, urged Democrats to
campaign aggressively for the next 80 days to elect Hillary Clinton, saying "if we do
not do our jobs, then it's still possible for her to lose."

 

Today's Birthdays: Actress Rose Marie is 94. Actress Abby Dalton is 85. Actress Lori
Nelson is 84. Civil rights activist Vernon Jordan is 82. Actor Jim Dale is 82. Actress
Pat Priest is 81. Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer is 79. U.S. Rep. Maxine
Waters, D-Calif., is 79. Musician Pete York (Spencer Davis Group) is 75. Author-
journalist Linda Ellerbee is 73. Songwriter Jimmy Webb is 71. Rock singer-musician
Tom Johnston (The Doobie Brothers) is 69. Actress Phyllis Smith is 68. Britain's
Princess Anne is 67. Actress Tess Harper is 67. Actor Larry Mathews is 62. Actor
Zeljko Ivanek (ZEHL'-koh eh-VON'-ehk) is 60. Actor-comedian Rondell Sheridan is
59. Rock singer-musician Matt Johnson (The The) is 56. Movie director Alejandro
Gonzalez Inarritu (ihn-YAH'-ee-tu) is 54. Philanthropist Melinda Gates is 53. Country
singer Angela Rae (Wild Horses) is 51. Actor Peter Hermann is 50. Actress Debra
Messing is 49. Actor Anthony Anderson is 47. Actor Ben Affleck is 45. Singer Mikey
Graham (Boyzone) is 45. Actress Natasha Henstridge is 43. Actress Nicole Paggi is
40. Christian rock musician Tim Foreman (Switchfoot) is 39. Actress Emily Kinney is
33. Figure skater Jennifer Kirk is 33. Latin pop singer Belinda (cq) is 28. Rock singer
Joe Jonas (The Jonas Brothers) is 28. Actor-singer Carlos PenaVega is 28. Actress
Jennifer Lawrence is 27. Rap DJ Smoove da General (Cali Swag District) is 27.

 

Thought for Today: "To feel that one has a place in life solves half the problem
of contentment." - George Edward Woodberry, American poet, critic and
educator (1855-1930). 

Got a story or photos to share?
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Got a story to share? A favorite memory of your AP days?
Don't keep them to yourself. Share with your colleagues by
sending to Ye Olde Connec�ng Editor. And don't forget to
include photos!

Here are some suggestions:

- Second chapters - You finished a great career. Now
tell us about your second (and third and fourth?)
chapters of life.
 
- Spousal support - How your spouse helped in
supporting your work during your AP career. 

- My most unusual story - tell us about an unusual, off the wall story that you
covered.

- "A silly mistake that you make"- a chance to 'fess up with a memorable mistake
in your journalistic career.

- Multigenerational AP families - profiles of families whose service spanned two or
more generations.

- Volunteering - benefit your colleagues by sharing volunteer stories - with ideas on
such work they can do themselves.

- First job - How did you get your first job in journalism?

- Connecting "selfies" - a word and photo self-profile of you and your career, and
what you are doing today. Both for new members and those who have been with us
a while.

- Most unusual place a story assignment took you.

Paul Stevens
Editor, Connec�ng newsle�er
paulstevens46@gmail.com

Connecting newsletter, 14719 W 79th Ter, Lenexa, KS 66215
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